Electrochemical noise measurement (ENM) has found a credible place among the electrochemical methods applied to organic coatings, with a large number of reports in the literature of using the technique as a reliable method for the evaluation of the corrosion protection afforded by an organic coating on a metal surface. This has commonly been performed by calculating the noise resistance, Rn, or spectral noise resistance, Rsn, from the two main elements of electrochemical noise signal, the electrochemical current noise and potential noise. Several studies have shown that in practice Rn is a good measure of corrosion protection provided by an organic coating and affords good agreement with other measures of corrosion resistance from more established methods such as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy and DC resistance measurement. However, the theory of the electrochemical noise signal has not been fully analysed to elucidate the influence of the coating on the noise acquired. In this study a mathematical model is advanced in accordance with the equivalent electrical model in an electrochemical system consisting of a corroding metal substrate which has on it an organic coating. Experiments are also performed to evaluate the presented model in practice. Results of both theoretical and physical modelling show that potential noise is not influenced by the effect of coating while the current noise is attenuated due to the large impedance of coating.
Introduction
Electrochemical Noise Measurement (ENM) is a non-destructive/non-intrusive technique capable of monitoring basic changes in an electrochemically active system. The method measures the fluctuation in the current produced by electrochemical reactions (e.g. iron dissolution (2Fe → 2Fe ++ + 4e), oxygen reduction (2H 2 O + O 2 + 4e → 4OH − ) as well as the effect of this fluctuation on the electrochemical potential of system. Much work has been done on bare (uncoated) metal ENM [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] showing that Rn is a reliable measure of corrosion resistance and that EN data may be able to determine the type of corrosion [6] [7] [8] . However when it comes to metal coated with an organic coating, although the ease with which the above electrochemical reactions go on may well control the rate with a defective organic coating, what is more commonly found is that the rate of transport of ions (e.g. sodium and chloride) through the polymer film is the rate determining process controlling the overall rate of the corrosion reaction. The faster the transport the lower the protection afforded to the metal and vice versa. ENM may be implemented in order to acquire information about coating integrity and degradation mechanism in coated systems. The degradation process of a paint coating may be analysed by contributions from charge transfer reactions at high frequencies and mass transport reactions at low frequencies [9] .
Studies have combined ENM with multi-electrode systems [10] [11] [12] [13] as well as embedded electrodes [14] in attempt to obtain mechanistic information about corrosion process under an organic coating. Also a variety of analytical methods such as statistical functions [15, 16] , wavelet analysis [17] [18] [19] , fractal analysis [20] [21] [22] , artificial neural network [23, 24] , cluster and discriminant [25, 26] and shot noise analyses [27] have been implemented mainly in order to acquire mechanistic information about the under-film corrosion process such as active/passive state of substrate, formation of corrosion product and the corrosion type taking place at the organic coating/metal interface. However, in coated metal systems with even a moderately protective organic coating, the current and hence the current noise is mainly controlled by transport of ionic species through the organic film. Despite the above empirical efforts that have been made to extract mechanistic information from ENM on an organically coated metal, little has been done to understand the origin of electrochemical noise from a coated metal and how it is altered by the coating system. This study presents a theoretical model that might hold the key to a meaningful interpretation of electrochemical noise from coated metal and hence the acquisition of mechanistic information about corrosion processes. This is tested against a physical model.
Theoretical Model
In order to understand the electrochemical noise generated from a complex electrochemical system such as a corroding organically coated metal coated, it is essential to break down the complex system into more understandable electrical components known as an equivalent electrical circuit (EEC). A simple Randles circuit without diffusion, i.e. no Warburg term, with an element comprising a time constant, RC, for the organic coating and a resistor for the solution impedance has been used previously [28, 29] for modelling an organically coated metal that generates electrochemical noise. The capacitance simulates the capacitive characteristic of the organic coating (Cc) and the resistance corresponds to the ionic resistance of coating film (Rf). Figure 1 , reproduced from Ref. [28] , illustrates the schematic cell configuration for the salt bridge electrode arrangement and the associated electrical circuit using a Randles circuit to model each coated area of metal. However, the Randles circuit assumes the coatings to be defectless and with no disbondment from the metal substrate. This does not normally hold true in "real world" scenarios where the coating may contain or evolve significant ionic pathways (sometimes known as "pores") that leads electrolyte towards the substrate surface and introduces a second time constant to the ECC associated with the double layer capacitance (Cdl) and charge transfer resistance (Rct) at the metal surface. This time constant is considered in series with the coating resistance and in parallel with the coating capacitance. The Cdl and Rct of this case are confined to a small area where the ionic pathway meets the metal substrate. Also in many cases significant coating disbondment occurs due to the wet interface and the corrosion domain spreading underneath the coating, in which case the impedance associated with Cdl and Rct at the metal-solution interface, Zm-s, is considered in series with the coating impedance, Zf. Figure 2 demonstrates an EEC for ENM in a three electrode configuration using a low noise saturated calomel electrode (SCE) as reference electrode and two metal substrates with fully disbonded coating films as working electrodes. This model is adopted from the previous work on modelling electrochemical noise measurement [30] [31] [32] for a current noise based model. Note that the solution resistance for the solution within the gap between metal and coating is not taken into account in the model as this usually is a very small gap and the solution is of high ionic activity with very low resistance. In the EEC presented in Figure 2 , no hindrance is introduced by coating between anodic and cathodic sites underneath the disbonded coating and therefore electrochemical reactions and thus generation of electrochemical noise occur independently from the organic coating. The electrochemical noise measured via ZRA and potentiometer in a standard three electrode configuration however is altered by the coating impedance. Current noise is produced as a result of anodic and cathodic reactions underneath the coating. Potential noise is a consequence of current noise acting on the impedance of the metal-solution interface [31] . The cathodic process of oxygen reduction may be rate controlling for coatings of low oxygen permeability, but commonly the oxygen permeability is sufficient that the film does not limit oxygen transport to the metal. In the case of hydrogen evolution as the cathodic reaction, the kinetics of the electrochemical reaction is usually rate-controlling, although the transport of water could be important for low permeability coatings. Organic coatings protect metal from corrosion by providing a barrier against the flow of corrosive ions, e.g. chloride, towards the metal substrate and by introducing a large impedance between anodic and cathodic sites hence impeding the electrochemical process of corrosion. In this paper a fully detached organic coating is discussed where the coating does not isolate anodic and cathodic sites and therefore the only protective effect is by limiting the flow of ions towards and from the metal substrate. The electrolyte under the film is aerated, hence simulating a coating of high oxygen permeability. In the real case scenario of disbonded coating on a metal surface this can effectively change the electrolyte composition underneath the coating which in turn can results in alteration of form and mechanisms of corrosion, e.g. passivation of metal once interfacial electrolyte has become adequately alkaline. However, in the physical model studied in this work, large volume of solution does not allow for low ionic permeability of coating to effectively change the solution composition.
This model studies in this work, presented in Figure 2 , considers that a noise-free reference electrode is used and therefore the resultant potential noise is produced solely by the two working electrodes. If a coated electrode similar to working electrodes 1 and 2, WE1 and WE2 respectively, were used as reference electrode its potential noise power will add to the overall potential noise power [31] . The measured current noise of one working electrode is produced by the current from one electrode to the other. For identical electrodes, i.e. Zm-s1 = Zm-s2 , in the absence of coating and solution resistance, the current generated by WE2 will be halved, with one half flowing towards WE2 and the other half dissipating in electrochemical, i.e. anodic or cathodic, processes [33] . Only the current that flows towards the second working electrode is detectable by ZRA and is measured as current noise power. Therefore, the current noise power of each of the identical electrode will be given by equation 1, (1) where = current noise recorded by the ZRA 2 = mean squared noise current or current noise power Assuming the currents from the two electrodes are uncorrelated, the current noise power resulting from the two identical electrodes is the sum of current noise power produced by each electrode and is given by equation 2,
In presence of solution resistance, the proportion of current from one electrode to the other will be reduced due to the additional solution resistance in the circuit. Therefore the measured current noise power will be reduced and is given by equation The potential noise power in the absence of coating resistance, e.g. the measurement set-up presented in Figure 3a , is produced by the current acting on the interfacial impedance (Zm-s) at the surface of the electrode that generates the current, in parallel with the solution resistance and polarisation resistance of the second electrode. The potential noise power for one source of current, i.e. one working electrode, is given by equation 6 [31] ,
Where 2 = mean squared potential noise or potential noise power, 2 = mean squared current noise or current noise power, and − = interfacial impedance at metal surface,
In order to calculate potential noise power in presence of coating impedances, similar to the previous study [31] , the effects of each source of current should be analysed independently, with all other voltage sources treated as short-circuit and current sources as open-circuit. Considering the current noise source In1 on WE1, the current In1 will be split between the Zm- 
Physical Model
In order to replicate the under-film corrosion with a coating detached from the metal surface, with an EEC as shown in Figure 2 , a physical model based on the "double U-cell" set up shown in Figure 3 was used. Each U-cell accommodates a detached coating film in between the glass half cells with steel bars in one of the half cells serving as working electrodes. This set-up simulates a delaminated coating in contact with a controllable electrolyte. Figure 4 represents the EEC that models the double U-cell set-up. Figure 3a demonstrates the set-up for "under-film" ENM where the standard three electrode measurement between WE1-1┼WE1-2 and RE1 provide current and potential noise in cell 1 1 . Clearly the coating impedance has no role in this under-film measurement. Figure 3b shows the set-up for "through-film" ENM where the ZRA measurement between WE1-1+WE1-2 (electrically coupled/wired) and WE4-1+WE4-2 provides the current noise data. Potentiometric measurement between WE1-1+WE1-2┼WE4-1+WE4-2 and RE2 provides the potential noise data.
All measurements were made in 0.5M NaCl solution at ambient temperature. Free (detached) films of an alkyd maintenance paint were placed within the U-cells. Two pieces of coating with as near as possible the same resistance were used (nonetheless due to the variability of ionic resistance between nominally identical areas of coating, this was possible only to within a factor of two or three). Mild steel bars were used as working electrode in all experiments. Saturated calomel electrode (SCE) was used as reference electrode in all experiments. Resistance value of coatings was defined prior to testing using a DC electrometer in a two electrode arrangement with a single U-cell and two SCEs (for details see reference [34] ). Noise measurement was conducted at 2 Hz sampling frequency with a total of 512 data points collected in 256 seconds. In order to obtain the detached film, the liquid alkyd paint was applied on a non-stick PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) sheet using the spreader bar and carefully delaminated after it was fully dried. Table 1 presents results of ENM for under-film set-up without coating film (Fig.3a) and also for through-film set-up with coating films between WEs and RE (Fig.3b) . Results of throughfilm set-up are given for two different sets of coating resistances. A GillAC (manufactured by ACM) potentiostat/galvanostat/ZRA was used for ENM. Each ENM experiment gathered 1024 data points at 2 Hz sampling frequency. The instrument was assessed according to the guidelines given in references [35, 36] to check the significance of instrumental noise on the gathered electrochemical data. Resistors with resistance values similar to the coating resistances were used in a dummy cell with "star-arrangement" (see reference [35] for more detail). Analysis of instrument indicated an absence of anti-aliasing filter in the data acquisition system and instrumental noise larger than the thermal noise level of the resistors used in the construction of dummy cell. However, the level of instrumental noise was significantly smaller than the level of electrochemical noise generated by the corroding system investigated herein. DC drift was removed from raw data before calculation of Rn using ENANALIZ program (developed by R.A. Cottis) that implemented a linear detrend algorithm. The area of the electrodes in the through-film measurement was twice that in the under-film measurement and this effect was compensated for mathematically by increasing the by a factor of √2 while reducing the by the factor of √2 thus reducing the measured Rn by the factor 2. The current noise power is proportional to the electrode surface area while the potential noise power is inversely proportional to the electrode surface area.
Values of Rn do not match the RDC values of the two coatings in each experiment and although Rn and RDC are not equal, they follow the same trend (the larger RDC, the larger Rn). Dissimilarity of Rn and RDC might be due to the difference in the nature of measurements by a DC electrometer and ENM. The DC electrometer applies a small bias current and measures the potential drop between the two working electrodes as a result of this external bias current whereas in ENM no bias current or potential is applied. Also by definition RDC corresponds to the low frequency limit of noise resistance in the frequency domain (Rsn(f)) whereas the Rn values in table 1 are calculated in the time domain with sampling frequency of 2Hz. Also it should be noted that although it is not expected that Rn measures an average value of the RDC of the two coating, as shown in equation 5, the Rn is influenced by the impedance of the both coatings. Table 1 Results of ENM for under-film and through-film electrode set-ups using steel bar as working electrode and detached film of alkyd coating as the main source of impedance. The important implication of the results in table 1 is that the presence of a coating does not alter the potential noise while it produces a significant change in the current noise. This is in agreement with the theoretical model, confirming that the potential noise is unaffected by the presence of coating and the main role of the coating is attenuation of the current between the workings electrodes. This conclusion from these results is of course only valid for the fully delaminated coating and other scenarios need to be studied individually in order to determine the effect of organic coatings on the electrochemical noise signal. The theoretical and physical models are both somewhat simplified, since they assume a fully disbonded coating with rapid oxygen transport through the coating, but with no underfilm conduction between the two measuring cells. In addition the large 'underfilm' solution volume in the physical model limits changes in solution composition, which may be important in thin solution layers under disbonded coatings.
Conclusions
A mathematical model has been developed to evaluate the effect of coating impedance on potential and current noise signals and the derived noise resistance. The model suggests that potential noise is not influenced by the coating impedance while the current noise is attenuated by the impedance of coating.
In order to test the theoretical model, a physical model has been designed using U shape glass cells and steel bars to simulate a fully disbonded coating/metal substrate system. Electrochemical noise measurements were made for steel bars with and without the coating impedance introduced between the working electrodes. Physical model showed that coating impedance attenuates current noise mainly and has insignificant effect on the potential noise. Hence with the assumptions made hare, the EN measurement of coating resistance is an indicative of ionic resistance of the organic coatings. Further work is necessary to evaluate different corrosion scenarios (e.g. passivation, active pitting etc) in a range of environments using ENM and investigate the possibility of revealing under-film corrosion type and rate.
